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The characterization problem of a homogeneous Markov chain (with either 
finitely many or a countable number of states) is considered for the class of 
the variables satisfying the asymptotic independence. An allied result when 
some state distribution is given beforehand at some step is also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known that a Markov chain generated only from recurrent states is 
regular and uniformly ergodic. However, the characterization problem of such 
Markov chains is not so clear in the case of asymptotically independent variables. 
It is shown that a homogeneous Markov chain is characterized only by 
glp = 0, where Q = (pij), qu = p,j - p,j , 6 j 2 2, (1.1) 
and P = (P~~)~,~>, is the transition matrix. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Consider the random variables (&: --03 < j < CO> takingpvalues in the 
measurable spaces (Xi , S,,). Denote the product u-algebras 17,-a Sz, by Jab 
and the induced measure by the variable 6 as Pf(.). As in Rosenblatt (1956), 
we say that a random process 5 = (&} is called asymptotically independent if 
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for any set A E .&I:+,, , where & , n > 1) is a nonnegative and nonincreasing 
sequence. In particular, if jbn = 0 for any n > m, then (Ei> is an m-dependent 
sequence. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that each of the variables {&] takes finitely many or a 
countable number of states, satisfying the asymptotic independence. Then, a process 
5 = (&> follows the homogeneous Markov chain with the stochastic matrix 
P = (p&B1 if and only if (1.1) holds. 
Proof. For simplicity, we prove only the case of finitely many (say, m 3 1) 
states. The other case follows similarly. Assume that the process 5 forms a 
homogeneous Markov chain with the transition matrix P, satisfying the 
asymptotic independence. Then, clearly, the conditional probability of the state j, 
given i after n-transitions, can be written 
pi;) = 5 pg-f’p,* 1 <i,j<m. 
k=l 
(2.2) 
Since this process follows the asymptotic independence, it must be required that 
Jp$’ -p’“’ ) -+ 0 13 (n ---f ~0) for any i, j 3 2. (2.3) 
In fact, if this is true, by virtue of cE,p:f’ = 1, the same condition also holds 
for j = 1. On the other hand, we obtain from this 
pl;’ - pp = f (p&l’ - py)(pkj - p,J i,j >, 2. 
k=2 
Thus, inductively, we can get 
P6? - $5’ = f (Pdkl - Plkl)(Pk,k, - PI,,) *‘* (Pk,,-lj - Pd 
kI,....k,-, 
This implies that, letting pdj = p, - pij , i, j 2 2, elements &’ -PC’ form 
a matrix p, where Q is defined by (1.1). Therefore, if the process follows the 
asymptotic independence, the relation limn+- p = 0 must be necessary. On the 
contrary, a homogeneous Markov chain 6 z {&> characterized by the stochastic 
matrix P which is generated by some Q, satisfying the above condition, clearly 
have the asymptotically independent property in our sense. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the kth state distribution pck) = (py), p(gk),..., p:)) 
is given. Then the homogeneous Markov chain with this distribution fol1m.m the 
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asymptotic independence ;f and only if its transition matrix P = (pij) is constructed 
from Q = (qij) such that - - 
lip - P*) p = 0, 
where Q is dejined by (1.1) and 
(2.4) 
pf’, pp,..., p?’ 
p* = PP, PP’, . ..> Pi’ 
i i 
. . . . . . . . . 
pp, p?‘,..., p?’ 
Proof. Clearly, 
1) matrix. 
pj;’ - pjk+n) = pi,’ - f pypy = f pjypj;’ - p;y,* 
E=l I=1 
This can be rewritten 
g2 PPYPz!? - Pi? > + (1 - 2 Plx)) (pz!$ -p$‘> 
z=2 
= (p$’ - pi;‘) - f ppqpj;’ - pl’;‘). 
z=2 
Since elements pj;’ - pg’ and p$) - pg’ form a matrix p, our results can be 
immediately obtained. Q.E.D. 
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